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MODIFIED GRAVITY AND COSMOLOGY WITH DARK SIRENS
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... what can we learn from GWTC-3 without a direct EM counterpart ?

Small effect &/or constrained 
by EM observations

Dominant effect at largish z  
& beyond ΛCDM

Dominant effect at low redshift
 &/or in ΛCDM only;

 Ξ0 is the dominant effect when opening parameter space beyond ΛCDM (more than w0 )

 It is testable only with GWs, largely unconstrained, missing piece to understand GR in the tensor sector

 Not constrained by GW170817 (and low redshift sources in general) [+ no EM emission expected for most 
sources + EM emission should be detected… (so far 1.5 counteparts/90 events) ]
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Schutz 1986

REDSHIFT INFORMATION - EM INFO

 GW side: good localization needed 

 Catalog incompleteness is the main limiting factor

Knowledge of astrophysics  - BBH population used in evaluating 
selection effects

https://github.com/CosmoStatGW/
DarkSirensStat

 Completeness: include angular dependence 
 Selection effects: include possibility of selecting GW events in 
complete regions

 Statistically associate a host from a galaxy catalog using all 
galaxies in the GW localization region

GW+galaxy catalog code including modified GW propagation:

 Finke, Foffa, Iacovelli, Maggiore, MM
2101.12660

https://github.com/CosmoStatGW
https://github.com/CosmoStatGW


Farr, Fishbach, Ye, Holz 
1908.09084

 Use information on the source frame mass: features in the mass distribution

REDSHIFT INFORMATION - GWs “ONLY”

 Hierarchical bayesian inference code 
including modified GW propagation:

https://github.com/CosmoStatGW/
MGCosmoPop

MM , Genoud-Prachex, Maggiore
2112.05728

 Effect of Ξ0 cumulates with redshift - 
changes shape of reconstructed merger 
rate evolution/shifts mass scale differently
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 Step 1: cosmology + population model  “Broken power law” mass distribution

 Madau-Dickinson rate
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RESULTS FOR Ξ0

  35 events with SNR>12 (robust to inclusion/
exclusion of GW190521)

 Constraint driven by mass scale

 Large effect on reconstruction of merger rate
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MM , Genoud-Prachex, Maggiore
2112.05728
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RESULTS FOR Ξ0

 GLADE+ catalog, K-band luminosity 
weights,  only events with position at 
100% completeness

 Population model as determined by 
step 1, uncertainty treated as systematic 
(grey band)

 Step 2: cosmology + galaxy catalog 

 Summary  (step 1 & step 2)
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STEP 1 - POPULATION 

STEP 2 - CATALOG 



RESULTS FOR H0

MM , Genoud-Prachex, Maggiore
2112.05728

 Finke, Foffa, Iacovelli, Maggiore, MM
2101.12660

AGREEMENT WITH RESULTS PRESENTED 
BY S. MASTROGIOVANNI



OUTLOOK

Summary

Challenges and ways forward

Bonus:

 Astrophysics & cosmology should 
proceed together (population studies, 
PBHs, …)

 Steps 1) & 2) together. 
Computational challenge. 

 Codes: https://github.com/CosmoStatGW/DarkSirensStat

 First application of statistical method(s) to modified GW propagation (needed to constrain tensor 
perturbations). Mass scale constrains Ξ0. No deviations from GR but nothing conclusive. 

 1) Population+cosmo analysis, 2) GWs x galaxy catalog

https://github.com/CosmoStatGW/DarkSirensStat


MM , Genoud-Prachex, Maggiore
2112.05728

FORECASTS




